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New Row Distribution Feature Added To Vertex
Vertex 2.1 is now available for download! This minor update has added a much needed feature for responsive templates
that allows rows with multiple module positions to re-arrange at certain screen sizes. To add this feature to an existing
Vertex 2.0 site simply download the Vertex 2 patch from our downloads section and apply the patch. The only files
changed are:

xml\language\en-GB\en-GB.tpl_vertex.ini

xml\Vertex.xml

css\s5_vertex_addons.php

Each row in a Vertex template contains six module positions. If you are using a lot of modules in a particular row the
content can become squished when the screen becomes too narrow, specifically on smaller seven inch tablet screens.
This new feature will allow you to change the layout into multiple rows with new module widths to give each position
more room at specific screen sizes. Be sure to choose the option that makes sense for the amount of modules you have
in each particular row.

Single Column will set all modules in that row to 100% and one module per row.

Two Columns will set all modules in that row to 50% and two modules per row.

Three Columns will set all modules in that row to 33.3% and three modules per row.

Redis. 33/50 will set positions 1 through 3 to 33.3% and positions 4 through 6 to 50%, this setting is meant to be used
when positions 1 through 5 are in use.

Redis. 50/100 will set positions 1 through 2 to 50% and positions 3 through 6 to 100%.

This setting will override any custom row widths you set under the Row Sizes tab when the screen size reaches the
selected width. All modules will always change to a single column at 580px for mobile view. This feature is NOT
available for IE7 or IE8!
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